
Following Heavenly Will could Intercept Extinction by Virus & by Climate ?!
Now we face with both the pandemic and worsened climate.By outrageous victims by the

pandemic,we must get something strong mending tools toward coming broken future.

天下兼相愛則治 交相惡則亂 墨子 巻之四 

天下有義則治 無義則亂  墨子 巻之七 

順天意者 義政也 反天意者 力政也  墨子 巻之七 

“The world is governed well by love,but not by hatred among people”.

“The world is ruled well by righteousness, the chaos is caused by injustice”.

“Those who follows heavenly will do politics by justice,but not those do by forcing”.

https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/

https://www.iep.utm.edu/mozi/

This is teach by Mozi the ancient China philosopher.Best politics may be summarized in

above. Now no nation seems to have realized above ideal politics.Then most concern

matter may be “heavenly will” This is decisive at now for all,thereby we must analysis it.

＊wrong deed break order,so we need fixing-mending to correct in logic sense.

[１]：The Background Validity.<2020/6/14>
Author once happened to find non matter world＝physical vacuum one is almighty.

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

The full understanding needs logic and physics,so here is the short summary.

 Heavenly world is almighty where anything can be such as,,,,,.

0=+1-1+2-2+3-3+...............<vacuum is not nothing,but complete full something !>

 Ancient wise men were familiar with heaven world and the messengers(prophets).

 Religions were initiated by those prophets and revelated us way of our life(should be).

After all,it is teach of justice,truth and brotherhood toward co-living in peace(democracy),

while spirit in high place (the noble exploiters)historically has been hating and suppressing

the teach(the origin of Class Struggle Jew vs NAZIS).Note both Nazism and Communism

denied religion which is thus fatally wrong.Those spirits in high place has been entirely

obsessing their hegemony winning ,therefore it is which that had caused the today’s

unprecedented global chaos toward not to co-live in peace!!.

https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/
https://www.iep.utm.edu/mozi/
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf


 Hitler's Prophecy ─ About the Future of 2039<google translator>

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#05

The Summary by author:

Nazis the anti-God did not die,but reincarnated(in US,Rockefeller the anti Jew once supported

Nazis rise).After all,they established global ruling both in capitalism and socialism nations

with minor strong elites and with massive obedient(??) people.It is also era of severe heat

and cold wave attacking alternatively.Finally they are to be exterminated in 2039.

[２]：Now Nothing Nation Seems to Have Realized the Ideal Politics.
A 14-year-old Indian prophecy hits a topic in the world, Pandemic killing
within hours of infection at the end of 2020,,→ <google translator>

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZyNhpqMIHY&feature=youtu.be

http://www.asyura2.com/19/kokusai28/msg/733.html

● This happens due to human collective responsibility.

● All human beings awaken and finally can overcome this plague.

 The Elites Children of wealthy homes).
Once looking around world elites who graduated famous university with excellent grade.

they in wealthy life seem supremacists who entirely pursuing their ruling by high technology

and rather apathetic against massive people general.Once Marx taught international unite of

labor class,but it was such elites who actually realized invisible ally(Bilderberg Group).

 The Supreme Awful Matter,but None Will Publicly Debate the Fatal Fact. .
Such intelligent elites had made a fatal mistake the climate destroying due to luxury oil

consumption regime,then really effective countermeasure is to turn their proud regime.

Now their ruling nations could not save all the nation people life by any more in the

escalating agriculture collapse world,Above all,food riot is most dangerous for their ruling.

 The Extremely Insidious Anti-Revolution(or coup d’etat)by the Elites Side.
High pride they have re-mistaken again in order to hide their past fatal large mistakes.

Finally they opted reducing population,but not oil consumption<the upside down world!!>..

It had actually realized the today’s unprecedented global chaos toward not to co-live in

peace!!.It is unprecedented event discriminating who survive(wealthy)and who not(poor).

Now is critical time of opting selfish nationalistic way of life or global unite of one.

 ”Operation Endgame” the final survival game plan of global elites.

Tragedy of usa(world)is that once they established unprecedented prosperity by neglecting

fatal failures,however now the failures have become evident,while they still can not admit.

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZyNhpqMIHY&feature=youtu.be
http://www.asyura2.com/19/kokusai28/msg/733.html
http://upsidedownworld.org/


 Outrageous Horrible Coup,but with Many Failures causing their Own Defeat ?!.
High pride they have re-mistaken again in order to hide their past fatal large mistakes.

 The global pandemic had caused nation wide forced social lockdown by at once toward

massive intercepting people’s aural democracy, now the rebound frustration of people has

been stimulating global political resistance by altogether at once.

 It is emotion of once forced isolated people’s strong appetite to act by large & strong unite

due to global common strong experience for an enemy of the horrible virus with outrageous

social confusions as massive job losers emerging in rapid and large economy collapse.

 The clear cruel George Floyde dying’s strong impression had caused global resistance by

altogether at once against the brutal ruling(not only US police,but it’s almost global).Thank

to global horrible virus riot,global people seem to have become very sensitive against

something threatening against them,and recognized necessity of altogether action at once.

[３]：Now We Could Realize Democratized Politics.
In order to accomplish overwhelming approval, problem and solution must be explained by

way of simplest,but by sufficiently exact.It is very hard,so also you should join the project.

“A Change” caused by unstabilizing,then seek process toward another Stable Point.Thus

the Kernel Point is what is becoming stable ideal as for which we should synthesis.

 We Could Win Virus by Testing All Nation People in a short Time & Expense!!.
http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf

Now All People Testing had actually accomplished as follows.

 How one Italian town fought coronavirus,The evidence is clear:
Mass testing for the virus is the key to its eradication – and to saving lives.
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-20032611

0756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links

 This is the 1st region where they tried All People Testing toward Virus Eradication.

 Corona Test for 9.8 Million Wuhan Residents,300 Positive, "Now the Safest City" 6/3

https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/f121a85e77b901d1c313211d89de14aac0678eee

Approximately 9.8 million people were tested between 4/14 and 5/ 1, and only 300 tested

positive,The cost is 13.6 billion yen / 10 million people = 1360 yen/person 12.6$/person.

This is a historical and clear winning against the Virus In Wuhan the first attacked city!!.

http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-200326110756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-200326110756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/f121a85e77b901d1c313211d89de14aac0678eee


 (Universal Basic Income)Rapid & Effective,but not Becoming Large Burden.
 Spain introduces basic income scheme to tackle poverty
Measure affecting about 2.3 million people in need guarantees income of maximum $1,126

per family, government says.
https://www.aljazeera.com/ajimpact/spain-introduces-basic-income-scheme-tackle-poverty-200530080443046.html

Spain population=4700.0000,employed~2000.0000,→230.0000 /2000.0000＝10％！
This challenging good news would trigger the global popularization ?!!

 Corona Economics(Basic Income=BI)the Consistency in the Simplest Model 
In the actual implementation,the experts would have to face various difficulties,here is the

very principle toward the rapid and global approval.

http://777true.net/All-People-Testing-&-Basic-Income-Are-Decisive-to-Tackle-against-Corona.pdf

Al Qur'an;The Heifer 219: <modified by author by Japanese translation>

And if you've asked how much you should give zakat(donation)?, answer the surplus..

https://www.clearquran.com/002.html

Government’s any amount of rational BI payment never increase debt,but balance by setting

nothing surplus of BE,National Finance as usual has been increasing Government Debt due

to NGO corporate surplus increasing<Zero Sum Theorem on total debt and bond>.

BE=Business Essential is defined as active economy actors in Corona Economy Regime.

 It’s all Fixing-Mending Wrongs causing Broken Future the Basic Strategy.

＊BI may be sub menu,while this is main one to build new economy for democracy toward

survival for all in coming extremely unstable world(coming climate wartime).

This is the hardest problem,because unless global climate countermeasure,we would be

extincted within about 2040,while necessary rapid and global scale of implementations are

rather abstract and troublesome against business and life as usual ,but not imminent-visible.

Especially note it is the business and life as usual that had broken future world !!

This is economy reincarnating method.Economy dynamics is positive feedback one,

thus once it declined,no recover again,unless something large demand inputting,

Such they had made a fatal fail,the destroying climate by massive oil consuming,Now it had

become too serious.A nation had failed to assure all people’s stable life by anymore.Above all,

accelerated climate disasters would attack mass foods supply and basic infrastructure.

None is more dangerous for ruler,but collective hungry people seeking foods to survive !!

https://www.aljazeera.com/ajimpact/spain-introduces-basic-income-scheme-tackle-poverty-200530080443046.html
http://777true.net/All-People-Testing-&-Basic-Income-Are-Decisive-to-Tackle-against-Corona.pdf
https://www.clearquran.com/002.html


 This is also decisive the highest priority problem of us all at now.

Note such they had done the Corona with mind state of do or die.So it is us who is too stupid

not knowing the imminent crisis.Now we are paying unprecedented cost as outrageous non

stop victims rise by Corona.Thereby we must drastically change our mind(the as usual)

toward recognizing the fact unfavorable(climate crisis now heading global extinction !!).

Our life(as usual)is not rigidly stable,but too fragile by drastic Environmental Change!
Learning tolerance in life is decisive to survive in coming more vulnerable world.

Global Corona riot is caused only by air contamination,but the consequence is large enough to

destroy simultaneously many lives and large scale business.Thanks to those,almost global

inhabitants equally and simultaneously have learned tolerance in tough life for the interval.

In modern age,except wartime,we were living time of growing pleasure life only,but not of suffer.

This high fee lesson must not be of no use,but of use in coming more and more dangerous crisis.

If once again we would fail by having forgotten the tolerance,we could not have salvation

anymore.

 Business as usual had died,so it’s nothing,but new business to reincarnate.
Economy dynamics is positive feedback one,thus once it declined,no recover again,unless

something large demand inputting, For an example,it is the new-deal policy in the great

depression era.It is a big demand made by public sector,but not free market side.However

the inputting is also possible by NGO side’s big fund.

 Following Big Economy Inputting Plan would Cause Big Future Benefits.
Following are not well summarized,but coarse glancing would make the whole view.

http://777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf

http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf

Following are emergency strategy to construct so called essential business.

Not mentioned important task is scaling up Foods and New Energy Supplying.
Climate engineering contains technology of directly fixing climate dynamics process.

http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf

Below is most emergent problem ,now we are heading Arctic Methane Catastrophe.

Unless the success,we would be extincted in hell of methane fire storm world.It agrees with

the Bible and the Nordic Myth prediction.
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

http://777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf


Now our earth had been broken,so it takes cost to recover by anyhow.

Once global massive people had simultaneously recognized the emergency,then global

ability with global big fund would endeavor to invent better technology and method toward

final winning.

post script:

Now covid19 pandemic has been entirely expanding with the massive victims,but not

declining in USA,Brazil,India,Russia,.....................However imminent risk is not only

virus.but also climate the more fatal,as for which recent media have become silent ?!.

Someone might tell sin full human should be extincted as the Bible foretold doomsday.

However the Bible Gospel Chapters also entirely teach us “repentance” toward co-live.

It is correcting wrong deeds of us all.Also followings may be messages from “heavenly will”.

APPENDIX-1:Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing
is done in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jucelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm

Now this web page has been being closed.Then important matter is that we could change

our future by our will.This is told by Jucelino Luz himself.

APPENDIX-2:Music predictions in coming climate hell world.
 Jumping Jack Flash by Mick Jager the Roling Stones UK(1969).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cPXwc-5Kw8&list=RD0cPXwc-5Kw8&start_radio=1&t=0

 Save the children in album What's going on by Marvin Gaye USA(1971).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTVjnBo96Ug&list=RDFEA-m4kibzM&index=2

 Poem"Vers la Flamme(Toward the Flame,1914)"
by Alexander Nikolayevich Scriabin(1872-1915),

http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cPXwc-5Kw8&list=RD0cPXwc-5Kw8&start_radio=1&t=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTVjnBo96Ug&list=RDFEA-m4kibzM&index=2
http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw
http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

